
 

 

COMPUTER WEEK ( 10.11.14 – 19.11.14) 

“Computing is not about computers any more. It is about living.” 

To hone talent and help each student explore as well as learn through their 
experience the computer department of the school planned a range of innovative 
events for a week thus setting new trends.The school celebrated the most waited 
Computer Week with various interesting events for students of classes III-V. 

Realizing the need to make the generation computer proficient the computer 
department conducted various activities and students used software’s like 
Photodex, Tux Paint and Ms- Power point where they got a chance to show their 
talent by making presentations, Photo collages. Slide Shoes, Jungle scene, etc. 

The students creatively displayed their imagination which was appreciated by one 
and all. 

The activities facilitated the students 
to update themselves with the 
changing facets in the field of 
education as they understand the 
significance of ICT in their day-to-
day life. Such week celebrations 
create ripples in the hearts of the 
students and arouse curiosity and 
talent.With an aim to provide a 

platform for technical wizards the computer week was celebrated in school. It was 
a great learning experience for the students and included a feeling of achievement 
in all.   The results are as follows: 

CLASS III - 

Position Name Class / Section 
Ist AASTHA GUPTA 

SHAURYA GUPTA 
III-A 
III-A 

Ist JIYA THUKRAL 
SNEHA VERMA 

III-D 
III-D 

IInd BHAV YADAV 
KHUSHI RUSTAGI 

III-A 
III-A 



 

 

IIIrd SHUBH AGGARWAL 
HARDIK SHARMA 

III-C 
III-E 

 

CLASS IV 

Position Name Class / Section 
Ist AYUSHA AGGARWAL 

SNEHA 
IV-A 
IV-A 

IInd LAVANYA JAIN 
BHUMI GUPTA 

IV-B 
IV-B 

IInd RUDRANSH SHARMA 
VENKETESH JAIN 

IV-E 
IV-E 

IIIrd DEEPANSHU GOEL 
ISHAAN GARG 

IV-A 
IV-A 

CLASS V 

Position Name Class / Section 
Ist SANYA JAIN 

MEHEK BHURA 
V-B 
V-B 

IInd AYUSHI GUPTA 
TANISHQ RAJORA 

V-D 
V-D 

IInd SAURAV CHATURVEDI 
KRISHNA 

V-C 
V-C 

IIIrd AMISHA GUPTA 
MANAS CHAABRA 

V-A 
V-A 

 


